The Habitat for Humanity of Wisconsin VISTA program looks for passionate, committed, and hardworking individuals to strengthen affiliates and increase their capacity. Greater Fox Cities Habitat for Humanity is a nonprofit founded on the conviction that every family should have a decent, safe, and affordable place to live. They partner with homeowners and the community to build decent, safe, and affordable housing.

The goal of the summer VISTAs is to grow two programs at the ReStores to help generate more funds that can be used to build or repair homes. Be part of the Deconstruction Team or develop e-commerce strategies to raise revenue while diverting materials from landfills. Make a difference while earning money for school.

To apply:
- Create an application on my.americorps.gov
- Search listings for VISTA positions in Wisconsin, using keyword “Habitat”
- Click “apply” at the bottom of the page, or use these links: bit.ly/HFHFC2021decon | bit.ly/HFHFC2021restore

Contact Habitat for Humanity of Wisconsin with any additional inquiries.
414.517.9251 | jhartwell@habitatwisconsin.org | www.habitatwisconsin.org